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Lecture Overview - what we’ll cover today.
• How drugs bind to receptors based on their concentration and receptor 

affinity and how these factors determine receptor occupancy & drug 
selectivity.

• How increasing drug concentration (dose) and receptor occupation leads to 
increasing degrees of response (graded dose-response curve).

• The concept of “spare receptors” or “receptor reserve”, its effect on the dose-
response curve and the therapeutic consequences of this reserve.

• Different means of antagonizing the response to drugs.

• The way to generate Quantal Dose Response curves and the utility of the 
information obtained from these curves.  

Main Phases of Drug Action
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Drug – defined as any substance that affects living processes

• - most, but not all, drugs produce their effects by interacting 
with receptors

• - biologic response to drugs are graded, increasing dose increases 
the response (up to some maximal point).

• - biologic effects of drugs can be therapeutic or toxic,
– depends on: the drug, the dose and its receptor “selectivity”

The Basics

Drug Nomenclature: A drug is referred to by a name that reflects its most 
prominent site of action or clinical effect (e.g. SSRI, antidepressant) ,  
although it may interact with many other receptors within the same dose 
range used therapeutically.

The “label” attached to a drug often determines how a drug may be 
used or misused.
*Drug interactions with one or more receptor subtypes are determined 

by the drug’s chemical and structural properties, not by the name 
ascribed to it by humans.. 

Chemical Forces that Contribute to Drug Binding

• 1.  Electrostatic

• 2.  Hydrogen Bonding 

• 3.  Van de Waal’s Forces (at closer distances)

• 4.  Hydrophobic Forces (between lipophilic components)
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MOST DRUG BINGING INTERACTIONS ARE REVERSIBLE

Most  Drug Binding Interactions DO NOT Form a Covalent Bond.

Important Implication:

ALL DRUGS INTERACT ONLY WITH  UNOCCUPIED (FREE) RECEPTORS

Drug “Displacement” generally does not occur in drug receptor 
interactions. 

Receptor  Binding is a Dynamic Equilibrium Process

What Differentiates Binding Sites from Receptors ?

• Receptors – can bind a substance and are capable of 
initiating a subsequent response.

• Receptors represent only the first step in the transfer of 
drug information to the system ( D + R Response). 

• Binding Sites - can bind a substance (e.g. drug)  but are not
themselves capable of initiating a subsequent response, whereas…..
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SIGNAL   AMPLIFICATION   FOLLOWING  RECEPTOR   ACTIVATION
(visualization not to be memorized)

II. What is the Relationship between 
Drug Concentration and  Receptor Occupation ?

To initiate a response, drugs need to occupy receptors 

For any receptor population, the percent occupied (“fractional 
occupancy”) is dependent  only on the drug’s

1.  Affinity and  2. Concentration

Let’s see why….

Drug Binding to Receptors is a Dynamic Equilibrium Process

The “Affinity Constant”  reflects  the propensity for the drug to bind to the receptor .   

By definition: The Affinity Constant (i.e.,  the KD) of a drug represents the 
concentration of that drug required to occupy 50% of a receptor population.
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Take Home Message:

- the affinity constant (the KD value) represents a measure of the 
propensity of a drug to bind to a given receptor (a.k.a.,… its affinity)

- *Drug Affinity and  KD values are inversely related

- drugs exhibiting high affinity for receptors, will have low KD values 

The Binding of Drugs to Receptors is Dictated by the 
Fractional Occupancy Equation:

• Therefore, receptor fractional occupancy is dependent 
only on:

1) Drug Affinity   &
2) Drug Concentration

RESPONSE = ƒ [(Fractional Occupancy) (Receptor Density)]
So…….

However: the magnitude of the response will be some 
function (ƒ) of the total number of receptors occupied.

How does increasing drug concentration (or dose) increase the      
occupation of receptors ?

Does receptor occupation increase in a linear fashion with increasing 
drug concentration ?

840
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Relationship Between Drug Concentration and Receptor Occupation

At  its  KD concentration, a drug  will occupy 50% of its receptor population

selectivity will decrease as drug dose is increased

(let’s see why from some clinical examples)

Drug Selectivity – is dependent on the relative affinities of a drug 
for various receptors.

- for any drug; 

DRUG SELECTIVITY WINDOW FOR SOME DRUGS
(Remember- all drugs can interact with any receptor at high enough doses & 
it takes at least 3 log units of concentration to occupy 1-91% of receptors )
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Relationship between Drug Dose, Receptor Occupation 
and Response Magnitude

a.k.a., the Graded Dose-Response Curve, or

The Dose-Response Relationship – this is the correspondence 
between the amount of drug and the magnitude of the effect; 
increasing the dose, increases the effect in a graded manner.

SIMPLE OCCUPANCY THEORY
(a one to one relationship between occupation & response)

It’s simple……..
but doesn’t represent the dose-response relationship in most biologic systems

Modified Occupancy Theory
( an expansion of the original theory to account for experimental findings)

Maximal Efficacy

Gave rise to Concepts of:

Potency &
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Potency - refers to the concentration or dose of drug needed to 
produce 50% of that drugs maximal response (EC50 or ED50 value).

• Drug Potency depends in part on:
- its affinity for the receptor &
- the efficiency with which the receptor

activation is coupled to response

Maximal Efficacy- the maximal response produced by the drug
(used synonymously with the term Intrinsic Activity)

• Full Agonists:  Intrinsic Activity = 1.0

• Partial Agonists: Intrinsic Activity  < 1.0

• Antagonists (neutral): Intrinsic Activity = 0

• Inverse Agonists (negative antagonists): Intrinsic Activity  < 0

Negative Antagonist (inverse agonist)
- an antagonist that can reduce the constitutive activity of receptors

850
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Remember: Biological Activity Cannot Be Determined From 
Fractional Occupancy

Shown below, 3 drugs have equal affinity for a receptor, yielding equivalent fractional 
occupancy with dose, despite having different biological activities

DOSE RESPONSE CURVES  DEMONSTRATING THE CONCEPTS 
OF  EFFICACY AND POTENCY

COMPARISON OF DRUGS  DIFFERING IN EFFICACY AND POTENCY
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The Clinical Effectiveness of a Drug Depends on it’s
Maximal Efficacy (Emax) not Potency (ED50)

Take Home Message on Efficacy versus Potency:

The Concept of Spare Receptors

Systems in which maximal response is achieved by doses of agonists 
that occupy only a small percentage (or fraction ) of receptors are 

considered to have “spare receptors” (aka, “receptor reserve”)

All receptors are considered to be equally functional, but its not 
required that all receptors be occupied to achieve a maximal 
response

EVIDENCE OF SPARE RECEPTORS
(can sometimes be identified from the “steepness” or  dose‐range required 

to achieve Emax in a D‐R curve)

D-R Curves for the same receptor mediated response in two different 
tissues: A larger dose range is required to elicit a maximal response in 

Tissue 1 compared  to Tissue 2
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SPARE RECEPTORS
And The Effects of Reducing Receptors on the Dose-Response Curve

Antagonism of Drug Effects
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COMPETITIVE ANTAGONISM  (“SURMOUNTABLE”)

Take Home Message: Competitive Antagonists Produce –

1) Shift to the right in DR Curve,  2) Increase in ED50,  3) No change in Emax

NON-COMPETITIVE ANTAGONISM  (“INSURMOUNTABLE”)

Take Home Message:
Non-Competitive Antagonists  - Decrease  in Emax but No Change in ED50   

ANTAGONISM BY PARTIAL AGONISTS
Receptor Occupation Individual Response

Combined 
Response
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Non Pharmacological Means to Antagonize Drug Effects

• Chemical Antagonism – via chemical inactivation of a drug

• Physiologic  Antagonism- the use of opposing pathways to 
antagonize the effects of a drug

• Biologic Antagonism - one drug may affect the metabolism or  
pharmacokinetics of another drug

The Quantal Dose Response Curve

- the relationship between drug dose and a specified effect in                      
a  population of individuals

This is obtained from the cumulative frequency distribution of doses of drug that 
produces  a  specified (i.e. quantal) effect in a patient or animal  population.

Let’s See How…

First: specify your endpoint effect (or multiple endpoints) 

that can be answered in digital fashion; Yes or No !

- Give a  low dose of drug and determine  the number of individuals that 
exhibit the effect (they do or they don’t – there’s no grading on a curve here, 
its PASS or FAIL)

- Give a higher dose of drug and again determine  the number of  
individuals (percent of population) that exhibit the effect.

- Continue this strategy of increasing the dose until you obtain the 
effect in all individuals in the population – then ADD it all up and plot !
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THE QUANTAL DOSE RESPONSE CURVE

What can we determine from Quantal Dose-Response Curves ?

2. An index of selectivity of a drugs actions by comparing its ED50
for different specified effects

(e.g.  sedation versus  decongestion )

3. An estimate of the degree of Safety for a Drug for a 
Specified Effect
(i.e. the Therapeutic Index TD50/ED50 or  LD50 /ED50 )

Therapeutic Window – a more clinically relevant index of safety 
‐ This is the Dosage Range between the minimum effective therapeutic dose 
and the minimum toxic dose (e.g. 8mg/L – 18mg/L theophylline)

1. The Median Effective Dose (ED50)

Visual Depiction of a Therapeutic Window
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Lecture Review - what you should know (or not be afraid to ask)

• How drugs bind to receptors based on their concentration and receptor 
affinity and how these factors determine drug selectivity.

• How increasing drug concentration (dose) and receptor occupation leads to 
increasing degrees of response (i.e. the graded dose response curve).

• The concept of “spare receptors” or “receptor reserve”, its effect on the dose-
response curve and the therapeutic consequences of this reserve.

• Different means of antagonizing the response to drugs.

• The way to generate Quantal Dose Response curves and the utility of the 
information obtained from these curves.

Questions Anyone ?


